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Abstract 

This research explores India’s evolving role in shaping the global order within the context of the 

“New World Order”. Against a backdrop of changing geopolitical dynamics, the paper delves 

into the historical evolution of India’s foreign policy, emphasizing principles such as non-

alignment and strategic autonomy. Employing a comprehensive methodology that includes 

literature review and case studies, the study analyzes India’s regional focus, particularly its 

relationships with neighboring countries and involvement in regional organizations2. 

Examining India’s global partnerships, the research scrutinizes its engagements with major 

powers, such as the United States, Russia, and China, along with its participation in international 

organizations like the United Nations and BRICS. A significant portion of the study is dedicated 

to understanding India's economic diplomacy, encompassing trade agreements, economic 

partnerships, and the country's emphasis on economic growth and development. 

Key findings highlight the challenges faced by India in realizing its vision for a new world order, 

as well as the opportunities it seizes to contribute positively to global dynamics. The paper 

concludes by summarizing the broader implications of India’s foreign policy on the global stage, 

providing valuable insights for policymakers, scholars, and observers of international relations. 

                                                             
1 Student at Bharati Vidyapeeth, New Law College 
2Wojczewski, Thorsten. (2017). India’s vision of world order: multi-alignment, exceptionalism and peaceful co-

existence. Global Affairs. 3. 1-13. 10.1080 
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This research contributes to a nuanced understanding of India’s strategic positioning and its 

impact on the emerging global landscape. 
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Introduction 

The international landscape is undergoing a profound transformation, marked by shifting 

geopolitical dynamics and the emergence of a “New World Order”. Against this backdrop, this 

research seeks to examine the role of India in shaping this evolving global paradigm through its 

foreign policy initiatives. India’s position as a major player in international affairs, combined 

with its historical commitment to principles of non-alignment and strategic autonomy, makes it a 

compelling case study in the context of the changing world order. 

As the dynamics of global power continue to evolve, understanding India’s foreign policy 

becomes paramount. The traditional principles of non-alignment have adapted to the 

complexities of multipolarity, prompting a reevaluation of India’s diplomatic strategies. This 

paper aims to explore the nuances of India's foreign policy, shedding light on its historical 

evolution and contemporary applications. 

The significance of this study lies in its potential to contribute insights into how India navigates 

the intricacies of the modern global landscape. By analyzing India’s regional focus, global 

partnerships, and economic diplomacy, we aim to unravel the complexities of its role in 
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international relations. This research also seeks to address the broader implications of India’s 

foreign policy choices on the emerging New World Order. 

In pursuit of these objectives, the subsequent sections of this paper will delve into historical 

perspectives, regional and global partnerships, economic diplomacy, challenges, and 

opportunities, providing a comprehensive analysis of India's vision for the New World Order 

within the realm of international relations. 

Historical perspective 

India’s foreign policy has undergone significant transformations since gaining independence in 

1947. In the early years, the foundational principles were laid out by leaders like Jawaharlal 

Nehru, emphasizing non-alignment and strategic autonomy. The Cold War era shaped India’s 

stance, as it navigated a delicate path between the United States and the Soviet Union, 

maintaining a policy of non-alignment that sought to preserve national sovereignty amid global 

power struggles. 

The 1990s witnessed a paradigm shift with economic liberalization, opening India to 

globalization. This period marked a departure from a more insular approach to a proactive 

engagement with the global community. The end of the Cold War allowed India to redefine its 

foreign policy, moving beyond non-alignment to actively pursue strategic partnerships and 

economic diplomacy. 

The post-Cold War era has seen India emerge as a key player in the multipolar world order. 

Bilateral relations with major powers, such as the United States, Russia, and China, have evolved, 

reflecting India’s adaptability to changing global dynamics. Additionally, regional collaborations, 

notably within SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation), showcase India's 

commitment to fostering stability and cooperation in its immediate neighborhood. 

The 21st century has brought new challenges and opportunities. India’s foreign policy now 

addresses issues like climate change, cybersecurity, and global health. The pursuit of a 
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permanent seat in the United Nations Security Council underscores India’s aspiration for a more 

prominent role in global governance. 

Understanding this historical evolution is crucial for unraveling India’s current foreign policy 

stance. As the nation positions itself within the context of the New World Order, the historical 

perspective provides essential insights into the continuity and adaptation of India's diplomatic 

principles over time. This historical backdrop sets the stage for a nuanced analysis of India’s 

vision for the emerging global landscape. 

Evolving Global Dynamics 

The 21st century has witnessed a transformative shift in the global geopolitical landscape, 

marked by evolving dynamics that necessitate a reevaluation of foreign policy strategies. As 

India positions itself within this changing paradigm, several key factors define the current global 

scenario. 

1. Multipolarity: 

The once-unipolar world order has given way to multipolarity, with emerging powers 

challenging the traditional dominance of Western nations. India, as a major player in this 

multipolar setup, strategically engages with diverse nations to safeguard its national interests 

while contributing to a more balanced global power structure. 

2. Economic Interdependence: 

Globalization has intensified economic interdependence, making nations more interconnected 

than ever before. India’s foreign policy reflects a keen awareness of the interplay between 

economic interests and international relations, fostering economic diplomacy to secure trade 

partnerships and attract investments. 

3. Technological Advancements: 

Rapid technological advancements, particularly in communication and information technology, 

have facilitated greater connectivity and influence. India leverages these tools to engage in 
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digital diplomacy, shaping narratives, and fostering international collaborations in areas such as 

cybersecurity and technological innovation. 

4. Transnational Challenges: 

Shared global challenges, including climate change, pandemics, and terrorism, transcend national 

borders. India's foreign policy recognizes the need for collaborative efforts to address these 

issues, participating in international forums and agreements to tackle common threats. 

5. Shifting Alliances: 

Traditional alliances are in a state of flux, with nations recalibrating their partnerships based on 

evolving geopolitical realities. India’s strategic autonomy is reflected in its ability to engage with 

a diverse array of countries, balancing relations with major powers while nurturing regional 

collaborations. 

6. Rise of Non-State Actors: 

Non-state actors, including multinational corporations, NGOs, and influential individuals, play 

an increasingly prominent role in global affairs. India’s foreign policy acknowledges the 

influence of these entities, seeking constructive engagements to advance national interests. 

7. Changing Security Paradigms: 

Security concerns have expanded beyond conventional military threats to encompass 

cybersecurity, environmental security, and public health. India’s foreign policy adapts to these 

changing paradigms, participating in multilateral efforts to address complex security challenges. 

Understanding these evolving global dynamics is pivotal for comprehending the strategic choices 

made by India in its foreign policy. As the nation navigates this complex and interconnected 

world, its vision for the New World Order is intricately woven into its responses to these 

multifaceted global shifts. 

Indian Foreign Policy Principles 
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 India’s foreign policy is guided by a set of principles that have evolved over time, shaping its 

diplomatic approach and international engagements. These principles provide a framework for 

understanding India’s strategic decisions within the context of the emerging New World Order. 

1. Non-Alignment: 

A cornerstone of India’s foreign policy since its early years of independence, non-alignment 

emphasizes maintaining equidistance from major power blocs. India seeks to preserve its 

sovereignty and independence while engaging with nations across the ideological spectrum. 

2. Strategic Autonomy: 

India places a premium on strategic autonomy, underscoring its commitment to making 

independent decisions in pursuit of national interests. This principle allows flexibility in forming 

alliances and partnerships, ensuring that India’s foreign policy aligns with its unique geopolitical 

position. 

3. Multi-Directional Engagement: 

India’s foreign policy embraces a multi-directional approach, fostering relations with a diverse 

array of nations. This includes building partnerships with major powers, neighboring countries, 

and active participation in regional and international organizations. 

4. Economic Diplomacy: 

Economic diplomacy is a key tenet of India’s foreign policy, emphasizing trade, investment, and 

economic cooperation as integral components. Bilateral and multilateral agreements are crafted 

to promote economic growth and development, contributing to India’s standing in the global 

economic order. 

5. Regional Focus: 
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India places significant emphasis on regional cooperation, particularly within organizations like 

SAARC. Strengthening ties with neighboring countries is a priority, reflecting the importance of 

regional stability and collaboration in India's foreign policy calculus. 

6. Commitment to International Law: 

India upholds the principles of international law and advocates for a rules-based global order. 

This commitment is evident in its active participation in international forums, adherence to 

treaties, and contributions to peacekeeping missions. 

7. Soft Power and Cultural Diplomacy: 

India leverages its rich cultural heritage and soft power to enhance its global influence. Cultural 

diplomacy, through initiatives such as yoga diplomacy and promoting Indian arts, fosters 

positive perceptions of India on the world stage. 

8. Global Governance and Reform: 

India advocates for reforms in global governance institutions, including the United Nations 

Security Council. It seeks a more inclusive representation that reflects the contemporary 

geopolitical landscape, aligning with its vision for a more equitable New World Order. 

These principles collectively shape India’s foreign policy decisions, offering a strategic roadmap 

as the nation positions itself in the dynamic and evolving global arena. Understanding these 

principles is essential for comprehending India's vision and contributions to the emerging global 

order. 

Regional Focus in Indian Foreign Policy 

India’s foreign policy places a significant emphasis on fostering regional stability and 

cooperation, recognizing the pivotal role that neighboring countries play in shaping its strategic 

environment. The regional focus is a key component of India’s diplomatic approach and 

contributes to its vision for the New World Order. 
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1. SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation): 

India actively engages with SAARC, a regional organization comprising South Asian nations, to 

promote economic cooperation, regional stability, and people-to-people exchanges. The 

emphasis on SAARC reflects India’s commitment to addressing shared challenges and building a 

cohesive South Asian community. 

2. Neighborhood First Policy: 

India’s “Neighborhood First” policy underscores the priority given to cultivating strong ties with 

neighboring countries. This approach aims to enhance regional connectivity, foster economic 

collaboration, and address common security concerns, contributing to an atmosphere of trust and 

mutual benefit. 

3. Connectivity Initiatives: 

India pursues connectivity initiatives to strengthen regional ties. Projects such as the 

International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC) and the Bangladesh-Bhutan-India-Nepal 

(BBIN) initiative aim to enhance physical and digital connectivity, facilitating trade and 

cooperation among neighboring nations. 

4. Bilateral Relations: 

India maintains a nuanced and multifaceted approach to bilateral relations within the region. 

Strengthening ties with countries like Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, and Myanmar 

involves collaborative efforts in areas such as trade, security, and cultural exchanges. 

5. Security Cooperation: 

Security cooperation is a critical aspect of India's regional focus. Collaborative efforts to address 

common security challenges, including counterterrorism and maritime security, strengthen 

regional stability and contribute to the overall security architecture in South Asia. 

6. Conflict Resolution: 
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India actively engages in diplomatic initiatives for conflict resolution in the region. Efforts to 

mediate and facilitate dialogue between conflicting parties, such as in the case of Afghanistan, 

demonstrate India's commitment to fostering peace and stability. 

7. Economic Integration: 

Promoting economic integration within the region is a key objective. Initiatives like the South 

Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA) and regional energy cooperation projects aim to create a 

conducive environment for economic growth and development among neighboring countries. 

8. Cultural and People-to-People Exchanges: 

Cultural diplomacy and people-to-people exchanges play a crucial role in India’s regional focus. 

Educational collaborations, cultural festivals, and tourism initiatives contribute to building 

bridges and strengthening people-to-people ties across borders. 

India's regional focus in foreign policy is integral to its broader vision for the New World Order, 

recognizing the interconnectedness of regional dynamics with global stability and cooperation. 

This emphasis on regional collaboration reflects India's commitment to being a responsible and 

influential actor in shaping the evolving international landscape. 

Global Partnerships in Indian Foreign Policy 

India's foreign policy actively seeks global partnerships as a strategic approach to navigate the 

complex dynamics of the New World Order. These partnerships, spanning major powers and 

international organizations, are crucial in advancing India’s diplomatic objectives and 

contributing to global stability. 

1. United States: 

India-U.S. relations have evolved into a strategic partnership, encompassing economic, defense, 

and technological cooperation. The bilateral ties are characterized by shared democratic values, 
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with collaborations in areas such as defense agreements, counterterrorism efforts, and economic 

partnerships3. 

2. Russia: 

Historical ties between India and Russia continue to be significant, marked by defense 

cooperation, energy partnerships, and diplomatic coordination. The enduring friendship 

contributes to India's multipronged global engagement and its pursuit of an independent foreign 

policy. 

3. China: 

India’s relationship with China is characterized by a mix of cooperation and competition. The 

two nations engage in dialogue through forums like BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 

Africa) while addressing areas of contention through diplomatic channels, reflecting India’s 

pragmatic approach to global dynamics4. 

4. BRICS and IBSA: 

India actively participates in multilateral forums like BRICS and IBSA (India, Brazil, South 

Africa), contributing to discussions on global governance, economic cooperation, and sustainable 

development. These partnerships allow India to engage with diverse nations and amplify its 

voice on the global stage. 

5. United Nations: 

As a founding member of the United Nations, India actively participates in UN activities, 

contributing to peacekeeping missions, advocating for reforms in the UN Security Council, and 

engaging in global initiatives related to climate change, sustainable development, and 

humanitarian efforts. 

                                                             
3 Foreign Policy Watch: India-united states. CivilsDaily. (2018, June 1). https://www.civilsdaily.com/story/foreign-

policy-watch-india-us/ 
4 Rolland, N. (2020, January). China’s vision for a new world order - NBR.china’s vision for a new world order. 

https://www.nbr.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/publications/sr83_chinasvision_jan2020.pdf 
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6. WTO (World Trade Organization): 

India's engagement in the WTO reflects its commitment to international trade and economic 

diplomacy. Negotiations on trade agreements, dispute resolution mechanisms, and participation 

in global economic forums underscore India's role in shaping the rules-based international 

economic order. 

7. G20: 

Participation in the G20 allows India to engage with major economies, contributing to 

discussions on global economic policies, financial stability, and sustainable development. This 

platform enhances India's influence in shaping the economic dimensions of the New World 

Order. 

8. ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations): 

India’s “Act East” policy underscores its commitment to enhancing partnerships with ASEAN 

nations. Collaborations in trade, security, and cultural exchanges contribute to regional stability 

and strengthen India’s position in the broader Indo-Pacific region. 

Through these diverse global partnerships, India seeks to actively contribute to the shaping of the 

New World Order. These collaborations are characterized by a balance between national 

interests and a commitment to fostering a more inclusive, stable, and cooperative international 

system. 

Economic Diplomacy in Indian Foreign Policy 

 Economic diplomacy is a cornerstone of India’s foreign policy, playing a pivotal role in 

advancing national interests, fostering international collaborations, and contributing to the 

country's economic growth and development within the context of the evolving New World 

Order. 

1. Trade Agreements: 
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India actively engages in bilateral and multilateral trade agreements to enhance economic 

cooperation. Agreements such as the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement (CECA) 

and Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) aim to reduce trade barriers, promote exports, and attract 

foreign investment. 

2. Economic Partnerships: 

Strategic economic partnerships with major powers, including the United States, European 

Union, and Japan, contribute to India’s integration into the global economy. These partnerships 

involve collaborations in technology transfer, investments, and joint ventures, fostering 

economic development. 

3. Investment Promotion: 

India actively promotes itself as an attractive destination for foreign direct investment (FDI). 

Initiatives such as “Make in India” and economic reforms create a conducive environment for 

foreign investors, stimulating economic growth, and facilitating technology transfer. 

4. Development Aid and Lines of Credit: 

India extends development aid and lines of credit to other nations as a form of economic 

diplomacy. This not only fosters goodwill but also enhances India's influence and presence in 

strategically important regions, contributing to its vision for a more equitable global order. 

5. Global Economic Institutions: 

Active participation in global economic institutions, including the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF), World Bank, and Asian Development Bank (ADB), allows India to contribute to shaping 

global economic policies and benefit from financial assistance for developmental projects. 

6. Energy Diplomacy: 
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Securing energy resources through diplomatic channels is a crucial aspect of India’s economic 

diplomacy. Negotiations for energy partnerships, oil and gas exploration, and investments in 

renewable energy projects contribute to energy security and sustainability. 

7. Connectivity Projects: 

India engages in infrastructure projects that promote regional connectivity, such as the 

International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC) and the Chabahar Port project. These 

initiatives not only facilitate trade but also enhance India's geopolitical influence. 

8. Diplomacy through International Organizations: 

India actively utilizes platforms like the World Trade Organization (WTO) and G20 to advocate 

for its economic interests. Diplomatic negotiations on trade policies, intellectual property rights, 

and market access showcase India's commitment to economic diplomacy on the global stage. 

Economic diplomacy, as a dynamic and multifaceted component of India's foreign policy, 

underscores the interdependence of economic and diplomatic objectives. Through strategic 

economic engagements, India positions itself as a key player in the New World Order, 

contributing to global economic stability and sustainable development. 

Challenges and Opportunities in Indian Foreign Policy 

India’s foreign policy, while navigating the complexities of the evolving global landscape, faces 

a spectrum of challenges and opportunities that shape its strategic decisions. Understanding these 

dynamics is crucial in comprehending India's role in the emerging New World Order. Some of 

the challenges are: 

1. Geopolitical Tensions: 

Challenges arise from geopolitical tensions, particularly in regions such as South Asia and the 

Indo-Pacific. Navigating sensitive issues and balancing competing interests requires astute 

diplomacy. 
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2. Security Concerns: 

Ongoing security challenges, including terrorism and border disputes, pose threats to regional 

stability. Addressing these concerns while maintaining diplomatic relations presents a delicate 

balancing act. 

3. Economic Disparities: 

Economic disparities within and between nations pose challenges in promoting inclusive growth. 

Bridging these gaps through economic diplomacy and development aid requires sustained efforts. 

4. Climate Change: 

Climate change impacts pose a global challenge. India faces the dual challenge of pursuing 

economic growth while addressing environmental sustainability, necessitating innovative policy 

approaches. 

5. Global Health Crises: 

Global health crises, as exemplified by pandemics, underscore the need for international 

collaboration. India’s foreign policy must address health challenges while contributing to global 

health governance. 

Some of the opportunities are 

1. Diplomatic Multilateralism: 

Opportunities arise through diplomatic multilateralism. Engaging in forums like the United 

Nations, BRICS and G20 provides platforms for India to contribute to shaping global norms and 

policies. 

2. Economic Integration: 
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Opportunities lie in enhancing economic integration. Leveraging trade agreements, attracting 

foreign investment, and participating in global economic institutions contribute to India’s 

economic growth. 

3. Technology and Innovation: 

The digital age presents opportunities for technological collaboration and innovation. 

Partnerships in areas like information technology, artificial intelligence, and space exploration 

enhance India's global standing. 

4. Soft Power Diplomacy: 

India’s rich cultural heritage and soft power offer opportunities for cultural diplomacy. 

Initiatives promoting yoga, Bollywood, and Indian arts contribute to building positive 

perceptions globally. 

Global Governance Reforms 

Opportunities exist for India to advocate for reforms in global governance institutions. Seeking a 

more inclusive representation in forums like the UN Security Council enhances India’s role in 

shaping international norms5. 

Humanitarian Diplomacy 

Engaging in humanitarian diplomacy during crises showcases India’s commitment to global 

stability. Contributions to peacekeeping missions, disaster relief efforts, and development aid 

foster goodwill. 

Navigating these challenges while seizing opportunities requires a nuanced and adaptive foreign 

policy. India's strategic choices in addressing these dynamics reflect its vision and contributions 

to the emerging New World Order. 

                                                             
5Rosenboim, O. (2017). The Emergence of Globalism: Visions of World Order in Britain and the United States, 

1939–1950. Princeton University Press. https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1q1xrts 
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Case Studies in Indian Foreign Policy 

Analyzing specific instances through case studies provides a deeper understanding of how India's 

foreign policy principles are applied in real-world scenarios. These case studies offer insights 

into the challenges faced and the opportunities seized by India in shaping the New World Order. 

1. Indo-U.S. Civil Nuclear Agreement: 

This landmark agreement showcases India’s adept diplomatic negotiations, balancing its need for 

energy security with international non-proliferation concerns. The case study explores the 

strategic alignment between India and the U.S., emphasizing economic and technological 

cooperation6. 

2. Doklam Standoff: 

The Doklam standoff with China highlights India’s commitment to protecting its territorial 

integrity and interests. The case study delves into the diplomatic maneuvers, crisis management, 

and the long-term implications for Sino-Indian relations and regional stability. 

3. India's Role in COP21 (Paris Agreement): 

Examining India's participation in the Paris Agreement provides insights into its approach 

toward global environmental governance. The case study explores India’s commitment to 

sustainable development, addressing climate change concerns while safeguarding economic 

growth. 

4. SAARC and Regional Dynamics: 

SAARC’s dynamics, particularly in the context of strained India-Pakistan relations, offer a case 

study in regional diplomacy. Exploring India’s role within SAARC sheds light on challenges 

faced in fostering regional cooperation and the broader impact on South Asian stability. 

                                                             
6Rosenboim, O. (2017). The Emergence of Globalism: Visions of World Order in Britain and the United States, 

1939–1950. Princeton University Press. https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1q1xrts 
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5. India’s Response to the Rohingya Crisis: 

The Rohingya crisis presents a case study in humanitarian diplomacy. Analyzing India’s 

response provides insights into the delicate balance between addressing humanitarian concerns, 

protecting national security, and maintaining diplomatic relations. 

6. Chabahar Port Development: 

India's involvement in the Chabahar Port project exemplifies economic diplomacy and 

connectivity initiatives. The case study explores how India navigates geopolitical complexities to 

enhance regional connectivity and access to Central Asia. 

7. India’s Bid for a UN Security Council Seat: 

India's pursuit of a permanent seat in the UN Security Council reflects its aspirations for a more 

prominent role in global governance. The case study delves into diplomatic efforts, challenges 

faced, and the implications for reshaping the international order. 

8. Surgical Strikes and Balakot Airstrikes: 

Examining India's responses to security challenges, such as the surgical strikes post-Uri and the 

Balakot airstrikes, provides insights into how the country employs military and diplomatic 

strategies to safeguard national interests and respond to security threats. 

These case studies offer a nuanced exploration of India's foreign policy in action, shedding light 

on the pragmatic application of principles in diverse and complex situations. They contribute to a 

comprehensive understanding of India’s role in shaping the New World Order. 

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, India’s foreign policy stands at the intersection of dynamic global challenges and 

transformative opportunities, as the nation actively contributes to shaping the New World Order. 

The analysis of historical perspectives reveals the evolution of India's diplomatic principles, from 
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non-alignment and strategic autonomy during the Cold War to proactive engagements in the 

multipolar era. 

Evolving global dynamics, marked by multipolarity, economic interdependence, and 

technological advancements, present both challenges and opportunities. India's strategic 

adaptation to these shifts is evident in its multifaceted engagements, reflecting a commitment to 

fostering global stability and cooperation. 

The examination of key principles such as non-alignment, strategic autonomy, economic 

diplomacy, and regional focus underscores India’s strategic roadmap. The emphasis on global 

partnerships with nations like the United States, Russia, China, and active participation in 

international organizations amplifies India's voice on the global stage. 

While economic diplomacy plays a pivotal role in advancing India's economic interests, 

challenges such as geopolitical tensions, security concerns, and economic disparities necessitate 

a nuanced and adaptive approach. India’s response to these challenges, coupled with its pursuit 

of opportunities in multilateralism, technological collaboration, and soft power diplomacy, 

positions the nation as a key player in shaping the emerging global order. 

The exploration of case studies provides concrete examples of India’s diplomatic acumen in 

various scenarios, from landmark agreements like the Indo-U.S. Civil Nuclear Agreement to 

crisis management in instances like the Doklam standoff. These case studies highlight the 

intricacies of India's foreign policy in action and its impact on regional and global dynamics7. 

In navigating the complex terrain of the New World Order, India’s foreign policy encapsulates a 

delicate balance between safeguarding national interests, fostering international collaborations, 

and contributing to global governance. As India asserts itself as a responsible global actor, the 

nation's diplomatic choices become instrumental in shaping a world characterized by cooperation, 

inclusivity, and sustainable development. The journey towards this vision reflects the ongoing 

                                                             
7Rosenboim, O. (2017). The Emergence of Globalism: Visions of World Order in Britain and the United States, 

1939–1950. Princeton University Press. https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1q1xrts 
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evolution of India’s foreign policy and its enduring commitment to being a positive force in the 

international arena. 
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